Squats are frequently incorporated in physiotherapy programmes and performed in different ways. Accordingly, muscle and kinematic patterns also differ. The objective was to compare the kinematics and EMG patterns of the major muscles of the knee and ankle joints during different squat exercises on horizontal (HP) and 25°decline (DP) boards. Seventeen healthy individuals performed squats on HP and DP with bilateral support and restriction of trunk movements in the sagittal plane. The knee and ankle angular displacements in the sagittal plane and the EMG activities of the major muscles of the lower limb in four subphases of movement were recorded and analyzed. For the descending phase of the HP squats, the angular excursion, as well as the initial and final positions, was smaller for the knee \( (P < 0.05) \) but larger for the ankle \( (P = 0.01) \). For the ascending phase of the HP squats, the initial and final positions were larger for the ankle \( (P < 0.02) \) and the final position was smaller for the knee \( (P = 0.05) \). All muscles remained activated and showed similarity between the tasks \( (P > 0.44) \), except for the tibialis anterior in both squat exercises \( (P < 0.03) \). The HP and DP squats produced different kinematics (knee and ankle joints) but did not modify the EMG strategy for both movement phases.

1. Introduction

Injuries of the knee joint account for numerous lesions that affect the lower extremities [1]. In any lesion involving the knee, a reflex inhibition of the quadriceps is observed, accompanied by hypotrophy [2, 3], which causes knee instability [4]. This instability contributes to chronic pain, increasing the inhibition process and weakening the quadriceps and, in turn, leading to dysfunctions of the extensor mechanism [5]. Under these circumstances, quadriceps strengthening is essential to stabilize and minimize or reverse the process of inhibition and muscle weakening; such strengthening is therefore the main challenge that confronts the rehabilitation process [4].

Several protocols have been suggested for recovering quadriceps force, but multijoint exercises are the preferred form of therapy for dysfunctions of the extensor mechanism [6, 7]. Multijoint exercises are regarded as advantageous because they simulate functional activities [6, 8], exert minimal stress on the patellofemoral joint during the functional range of movements [6], and enable muscle cocontraction, which contributes to joint stability [9]. An effective multijoint exercise extensively used in clinical practice by physiotherapists is the squat [7, 10]. Some studies have demonstrated the usefulness of performing squats during knee rehabilitation [7, 10]—an effectiveness that may be attributed to the fact that such exercises increase the muscle activities of the hip, knee joints, and ankle joints; this increase is supported by the high electromyographic (EMG) activities of the hamstrings, quadriceps, and gastrocnemius muscles [11]. Some researchers have suggested that squats performed on a 25°decline plane (DP) more effectively treat patellar tendinitis than do traditional squats performed on a horizontal plane (HP) [12–14]. The DP squat is performed on a platform sufficiently large to enable positioning the feet at an incline 25° to the surface (heel elevation). The tibia is positioned...
vertically and strong plantar flexion of the ankle is observed. The literature discusses several indications that quadriceps muscles produce more force in DP than in HP given greater quadriceps EMG activity [13–15], greater effort (tension) of the patellar tendon [15–17], and greater knee joint torque [14, 17]. In all these studies [14–17], however, squatting tasks were performed with unipodal (single leg) support and without any type of trunk control (displacement in the sagittal plane). Trunk position and bipodal (both legs) support can modify the position of the centre of mass (COM), as well as the pattern and magnitude of EMG activity of the major muscles of the lower limb, thereby enabling individuals to maintain balance and perform tasks [18]. During the initial phase of a rehabilitation programme, multijoint exercises are performed with bipodal support and, sometimes, with control over the trunk position (e.g., trunk upright). DP and HP squats have not been tested under these conditions, and the related kinematics and EMG patterns remain uncertain. If EMG activities are higher under DP squats than under HP squats (similar to that observed in previous studies, in which exercises were performed under unipodal support), using DP squats would be the therapy of preference for recovering quadriceps force across all the phases of a rehabilitation programme.

Clarifying this issue is an important consideration for coaches and physiotherapists, especially those focusing on rehabilitating quadriceps force. The present study aimed to compare the kinematics and EMG patterns of the major muscles of knee and ankle joints during the descending and ascending phases of HP and DP squats. Bipodal support and restriction of trunk movements in the sagittal plane were applied.

2. Methods

Seventeen healthy individuals (8 men, 9 women) aged 18–35 years participated in the study. The means and standard deviations of age, weight, and height were 22.8 ± 3.14 years, 65.4 ± 13.18 kg, and 169 ± 0.08 cm, respectively. All the individuals are right-handed and weekend athletes who do not exercise regularly. The exclusion criteria were a history of pain that suggests joint or muscle disorder and surgery or musculoskeletal disorders in the lower limbs, spine, or shoulders. The individuals signed an informed consent form approved by the Research Ethics Committee (protocol 634853/2007).

After shaving and skin asepsis with alcohol, active bipolar surface electrodes (DataHominis Tecnologia Ltda) were positioned on the vastus medialis obliquus (VMO), vastus lateralis (VL), biceps femoris (BF), tibialis anterior (TA), soleus (SO), and erector spinae (EE) muscles. For the VMO, surface electrode was placed on the belly muscle along the direction of the fibres (about 54°). To identify the motor point, the participants were asked to perform an isometric contraction of the quadriceps so that the VMO activity could be observed [19]. Then, an electrode was placed 2 cm distal from the motor point. For the other muscles, electrodes were placed in accordance with the guidelines of the Surface Electromyography for the Noninvasive Assessment of Muscles project of the European Union’s Biomedical Health and Research Program (BIOMED II) [20]. Each electrode consists of two parallel silver plates measuring 1 cm long and 1 mm wide, positioned 1 cm apart. The electrodes had a gain of 20 (amplification), an impedance of 10 GΩ, and a common mode rejection ratio of 84 dB. They were connected to computer-aided EMG equipment (DataHominis Tecnologia Ltda) capable of 100-time amplification (2000-time total amplification). It had a 15 Hz to 1 kHz bandpass filter and an acquisition frequency of 2000 Hz. A 3 cm² ground electrode was also attached to the right iliac crest and daubed with electroconductive gel to improve signal transfer. An auxiliary channel was also used with a DataHominis electrogoniometer with flexible poles and 360° rotation. It was placed on the knee and ankle joints (lateral epicondylus femoris and 2 cm below the lateral malleolus). Before the assessment, the electrogoniometer channels were calibrated to determine the maximum range (i.e., 180°). For total knee extension, this range was 0° and for flexion, the range was any value greater than 0°. The maximum range for the ankle was the same (0° to 180°), but the initial position was estimated at around 90°. A range greater than 90° indicates dorsiflexion, whereas a range less than 90° reflects plantar flexion.

The individuals performed HP and DP squats, both in the ascending and descending phases separately. They were positioned with feet parallel and shoulder-width apart, but the angle of the feet relative to the boards was chosen according to individual preference. In general, this angle varied from 5° to 8° of external rotation. The participants were also advised to keep their arms flexed at 90° in relation to the shoulders and use it as a single rigid body (without moving the elbow, wrist, and hand) to guide movement (Figure 1). This position was considered partly restrictive of trunk movements in the sagittal plane (trunk upright), thereby allowing for the same strategy in performing the squats; in previous studies, this position was also adopted for HP squats [19, 21, 22] and sit-to-stand exercises [22]. The EMG signals were recorded only from the right-hand side. The electrical activity of the muscles was captured during horizontal and 25° decline squats in both descending and ascending phases. The ranges of motion for the descending and ascending phases were 0° to 70° and 70° to 0° of knee flexion, respectively. For the decline squats, a platform declined at an angle of 25° was used for the ankle positioned in plantar flexion. An adjustable support was placed behind the participants to restrain the final movement of the descending phase and to mark the onset of the ascending phase movement. The support served as a guide, but the participants were prohibited from resting on support (Figure 1).

Each individual was allowed two repetitions for him/her to learn the movements and to verify whether any electrode wire limited his/her movements. The individuals performed 10 repetitions of the HP squats, with five of the repetitions executed in the ascending phase and five in the ascending phase. Then, they performed 10 repetitions of the DP squats,
Total extension at $0^\circ$ of knee flexion (a) and $70^\circ$ (b).

Figure 1: Task model for squats performed in HP (a) and DP (b).

During the descending phase, movement ranged from $0^\circ$ to $70^\circ$ of the knee flexion, and, during the ascending phase, the movement ranged from $70^\circ$ to $0^\circ$ of the knee flexion.

With five of the repetitions executed in the ascending phase and five in the ascending phase. Between each set of five repetitions, an interval of 1 minute was allocated. For each squat (HP and DP), the participants were given a 3-minute rest period to avoid muscle fatigue.

A verbal instruction from the researcher signalled the onset of each movement. The individuals were instructed to perform the movements as quickly as possible and to maintain the final position (FP) until the end of data collection, which lasted 2 seconds.

Electrogoniometric signals were obtained in degrees, filtered at 50 Hz, and calculated as the velocities of the knee and ankle joints. The EMG signals, obtained in microvolt ($\mu$V), were rectified (full wave), filtered at 25 Hz, and normalized by maximal voluntary isometric contraction (MVIC). For all MVIC tests, the participants were seated in a comfortable chair [19]. The MVICs of all portions of the quadriceps were tested with the knee of the participant fixed manually at $20^\circ$ of flexion ($0^\circ$ equal to full extension), and resistance was applied to the tibia just above the ankle in the flexion direction. The MVIC of the biceps femoris was tested with the knee of the participant fixed manually at $90^\circ$, and resistance was applied to the tibia just above the ankle in the extension direction. For the MVIC of the tibialis anterior, the knee was at full extension and the ankle was fixed manually at $90^\circ$; resistance was applied to the forefoot in the plantar flexion direction. The MVIC of the soleus was tested with the knee flexed at $90^\circ$ and the foot positioned on the ground; resistance was applied over the knee in the ground direction to avoid knee movements in the superior direction. Finally, for MVIC of the erector spinae, the knees were flexed at $40^\circ$, the feet were flat on the ground, the arms were positioned over the chest, and the trunk was fixed manually on the scapulas [23]; resistance was applied in the anterior direction. On the basis of knee velocity, the EMG signals were analyzed from four subphases of movement: (1) subphase 1, 100 ms just before the knee velocity first achieved 5% of its peak (the beginning of movement); (2) subphase 2, defined as the acceleration time of the squat, that is, the interval between the end of subphase 1 and the time at which knee velocity achieved its peak; (3) subphase 3, defined as the deceleration time of the squat, and the interval between the end of subphase 2 and the time at which knee velocity returned to 5% of its peak; and (4) subphase 4, defined as the time point during which the body remained at the target squat position for 100 ms following the end of subphase 3. The mean of the five repetitions of each individual for each of the phases (ascending and descending) of the tasks (HP and DP squats) was obtained. The integral of each muscle for each subphase of movement was calculated on the basis of the mean of each individual. These procedures were carried out in Excel (Microsoft Office XP 2003) and KaleidaGraph (Synergy, version 3.08).

To evaluate the kinematic variables (angular displacement and maximal velocity of the knee and ankle joints), we employed the $t$-test for dependent samples. To evaluate the effect of the tasks (HP and DP squats), we used two-way factorial ANOVA for repeated measures (task (HP and DP) × muscle (curve integral of each muscle separately)). As a post hoc test, we used Tukey’s honestly significant difference method to test significant differences between specific subphases. The data were analyzed in a personal computer using Statistica for Windows (Statsoft, Inc., version 5.0). For all evaluations, the significance level ($\alpha$) was set at 0.05, with 90% power.

3. Results

For the descending phase of the movements, the $t$-test revealed that during the DP squats, the ankle exhibited a larger plantar flexion in the initial position (IP) and a lower range in the FP and angular excursion (AE) than during the HP squats. For the knee, the DP squats produced a larger knee flexion in IP, FP, and AE than did the HP squats (Table 1). Moreover, maximal ankle velocity was greater during the HP squats than during the DP squats. The maximal knee velocity was similar in both squatting movements (Table 1).
Table 1: Kinematic variables across all subjects for phases of the squats.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable (dg)a</th>
<th>Descent phase HPb mean (SD)</th>
<th>Ascent phase DPc mean (SD)</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>HP mean (SD)</th>
<th>DP mean (SD)</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knee IPd</td>
<td>2.30 (3.13)</td>
<td>3.84 (5.23)</td>
<td>−2.15</td>
<td>0.04*</td>
<td>65.00 (10.19)</td>
<td>67.32 (10.06)</td>
<td>−1.61</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee FPd</td>
<td>61.89 (9.97)</td>
<td>67.82 (10.15)</td>
<td>−4.86</td>
<td>0.01*</td>
<td>2.25 (5.41)</td>
<td>5.12 (6.61)</td>
<td>−2.08</td>
<td>0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee AEd</td>
<td>59.58 (10.77)</td>
<td>63.98 (10.86)</td>
<td>−3.54</td>
<td>0.01*</td>
<td>62.74 (10.57)</td>
<td>62.19 (10.71)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankle IP</td>
<td>85.38 (5.59)</td>
<td>75.42 (5.21)</td>
<td>9.68</td>
<td>0.01*</td>
<td>94.98 (8.24)</td>
<td>89.28 (5.95)</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>0.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankle FP</td>
<td>101.75 (6.58)</td>
<td>89.40 (6.56)</td>
<td>12.65</td>
<td>0.01*</td>
<td>79.71 (7.78)</td>
<td>75.57 (7.69)</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>0.02*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankle AE</td>
<td>16.37 (3.23)</td>
<td>13.97 (3.13)</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>0.01*</td>
<td>15.26 (4.61)</td>
<td>13.71 (3.10)</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal ankle velocity (dg/s)b</td>
<td>295.63 (89.93)</td>
<td>283.94 (78.93)</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>62.74 (53.37)</td>
<td>54.00 (54.67)</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal ankle velocity (dg/s)</td>
<td>75.04 (20.24)</td>
<td>58.84 (24.20)</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>0.01*</td>
<td>15.03 (7.9)</td>
<td>12.67 (9.82)</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aDegrees: dg; bhorizontal plane: HP; cdecline plane: DP; dstandard deviation: SD; einitial position: IP (measured in degrees); ffinal position: FP; gangular excursion: AE; hdegrees by second (dg/s); *statistical significance.

For the ascending phase of the movements, the t-test revealed no difference between the squats for the IP and AE of the knee joint. The FP of this joint exhibited a difference between squats. The IP and FP of the ankle joint also exhibited a difference, but the AE was similar between squats (Table 1). With regard to the maximal knee and ankle velocities, no difference was observed between the squatting movements (Table 1).

For the descending phase of the movements (Figure 2), ANOVA revealed no effect of the squats on EMG activity (P > 0.44), except for TA (P = 0.03). However, ANOVA revealed a difference in the subphases of movement for all the muscles (P < 0.01); interaction between the squats and subphases was observed only in TA (P = 0.02). The post hoc analysis showed that this difference occurred in subphase 3 (deceleration), with higher activity in the HP squats than in the DP squats (P < 0.01). The other subphases were similar between squats (P > 0.91).

For the ascending phase of the movements (Figure 3), ANOVA again revealed no effect of the squats on EMG activity (P > 0.46), but differences were found in all the muscles with regard to the subphases (P < 0.01); interaction between the squats and subphases was found only in TA (P = 0.02). The post hoc analysis revealed that this difference occurred during subphase 1, with higher activity in the HP squats than in the DP squats (P < 0.02). The other subphases were similar between squats (P > 0.75).

4. Discussion

The primary aim of the study was to evaluate the kinematics and EMG patterns of the main muscles that produce movements in the knee and ankle joints during bipodal squats in HP and DP, with restriction of trunk movements in the sagittal plane. The control of trunk movements in the sagittal plane was reported in previous studies, showing that different individuals can perform squats [19, 21] or sit-to-stand exercises [22] in a similar manner through repetitions. The performance of the participants revealed the use of a common strategy, in which the knee and ankle joints direct movement and exhibit large joint torques.

During the descent phase of the movements, differences in kinematic variables were found (Table 1). The strong plantar flexion in the DP squats influenced the position of the other joints during the standing position (IP) and the squat position (FP). This influence was reflected in AE. Although some researchers did not find differences in various declination angles—that is, 0°, 8°, 16°, and 24° [17]—the limitation imposed on the ankle joint in DP (strong plantar flexion) resulted in a small ankle velocity, compensated for by strong knee flexion. The same results were also derived in previous studies [15, 16]. Dorsiflexion is greater during HP squats than during DP squats, thereby producing greater AE and ankle velocity, which leads to a more horizontal position (anterior displacement) of the tibia [17, 24].

Coactivation of the muscles that act on the ankle was reported by many studies on squatting movements [18, 25]. This coactivation was also observed in the present study, specifically between TA and SO muscles, with greater activation during the HP squats than in the DP squats (Figures 2(b) and 2(d)). The more horizontal position of the tibia [24] increased the dorsiflexion of the ankle [17] and the demand on the TA muscles in the HP squats. On the other hand, during the DP squats, the position of the ankle increased the TA length, leading to a length-tension relationship that is inappropriate for good activation [25]. To counter the anterior displacement of the tibia caused by the action of the TA muscles and gravitational force, the SO muscles are activated to decelerate during the descending phase of the squats, aiding the anteroposterior stability of the ankle and maintenance of balance [25].

Despite these differences in kinematics and in TA EMG activity, the quadriceps did not present a difference between tasks. During acceleration (subphase 2), the gravitational force led to knee flexion, and the VMO, VL, and BF muscles (Figures 2(a), 2(c), and 2(e)) maintained low activities [19, 25]. Conversely, during subphase 3, the quadriceps showed increased EMG activity, being coactivated with the BF muscles (Figures 2(a), 2(c), and 2(e)), as well as with the EE muscles [19] for knee [19, 26] and pelvis stabilization, respectively; this coactivation avoids excessive hip flexion [19, 21] whilst maintaining control over the trunk. The eccentric action of the quadriceps (VMO and VL) was necessary in
Figure 2: Mean values and standard deviation across all individuals to all muscles (VMO, VL, BF, TA, SO, and EE) during the descending phase for both squats (HP, open squares; DP, closed triangles) in all subphases of the movement.
Figure 3: Mean values and standard deviation across all individuals to all muscles (VMO, VL, BF, TA, SO, and EE) during the ascending phase for both squats (HP, open squares; DP, closed triangles) in all subphases of the movement.
both tasks for decelerating gravitational action [19, 25, 26] and for identifying the target position (70° flexion). However, some studies demonstrated that DP squats presented greater demand on the extensor knee mechanism than did HP squats, but these studies were carried out with unipodal support. With unipodal support, joint demand is accentuated (gravitational force), which increases the need for a stronger activation of the quadriceps to decelerate movement [25]. This activation can produce up to a 30% increase in eccentric work, mean and peak patellar tendon force, and angle at peak force relative to those derived under bipodal support [15]. In the current work, similar mechanical demands on the joints involved characterized the similarities in action of the quadriceps muscles between the squat movements.

Another important aspect is the anteroposterior displacement of the trunk, which influences COM displacement [19]. The anterior displacement of the COM favoured the decrease in the EMG activity demand on the quadriceps in the HP squats. In the DP squats, on the other hand, the COM was further displaced toward the posterior direction, consequently increasing the demand on the quadriceps [14]. This displacement was due to the plantar flexion of the ankle. In previous studies, unipodal support was applied without control over the trunk position and a higher EMG activity of the quadriceps was found [14, 15, 17]. In the present study (with bipodal support), trunk movements in the sagittal plane were controlled, thereby avoiding anterior trunk displacement. This control also explained the similar activation of the quadriceps in both tasks. However, Alves et al. [25] who also studied squats with bipodal support, did not control trunk movements and observed a similarity between tasks. This result suggests that type of support (unipodal or bipodal) is more important than trunk control in influencing the EMG activities under different types of squats (HP and DP). Nevertheless, further studies should be conducted to confirm this hypothesis.

For the ascent phase of the squats, the HP squats presented greater IP and FP of the ankle but lower FP of the knee than did the DP squats. The other variables, including knee and ankle velocities, were not influenced by ankle position. For this phase of the squat, the knee and ankle velocities were small because acceleration depends on muscular activation to overcome inertial forces for the generation of movement [21]. For the TA muscles, however, a difference between squats was found; this difference required greater activity in the HP squats than in the DP squats (Figure 3(b)). It was also influenced by the position of the ankle, which needs more stability given the anterior displacement of the tibia. To overcome inertia and enable the body to perform ascending movements, all the muscles increased their EMG activities in both tasks during acceleration (Figure 3). The VMO and VL muscles were activated to enable knee extension, and the BF muscles were activated to enable pelvis pushing movements and maintain hip extension [26, 27]. The EE muscles were also activated (Figure 3(f)), thereby aiding the BF muscle in controlling trunk flexion and maintaining its extension [25]. In this ascent phase of the squat, the TA and SO muscles were coactivated in a similar manner between the tasks (Figures 5(b) and 5(d)), which provided ankle stability.

In summary, we showed that DP and HP squats have the same EMG patterns in the quadriceps, indicating that DP squats are not necessarily more effective than HP squats. Therefore, in the early stages of a rehabilitation programme for recovering quadriceps force, both DP and HP squats can be performed under bipodal support. Nonetheless, our results should be interpreted with caution because the movements studied do not fully correspond to the exercises used for knee rehabilitation. In particular, the participants were instructed to execute the moves as quickly as possible; thus, such movements cannot be extrapolated to the recommendations of the American College of Sports Medicine with regard to squats.

5. Conclusion

DP and HP squats with bipodal support and control of trunk movements in the sagittal plane produced different kinematics (ankle and knee joints) but did not modify the EMG activities in HP and DP squats, as well as in descending and ascending phases of the movements.
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